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Temperature-dependent Berry pseudorotation rate constants of SF4 gas at ca. 7.9 atm, determined from analysis
of exchange-broadened19F NMR spectra, are consistent withE∞ ) 11.9(0.2) kcal mol-1, A∞ ) 3.56(1.09)×
1012 s-1, ∆Gq

298 ) 12.2(0.1) kcal mol-1, ∆Hq
298 ) 11.3(0.4) kcal mol-1, and∆Sq

298 ) -3.3(0.4) cal mol-1

K-1. Using a 6-31+G* basis set, HF calculations predict∆Hq
298 ) 12.26 kcal mol-1 and∆Sq

298 ) -3.74 cal
mol-1 K-1 and MP2 calculations predict∆Hq

298 ) 9.99 kcal mol-1 and ∆Sq
298 ) -3.89 cal mol-1 K-1.

Stationary point MP4/6-31+G*//HF/6-31+G* calculations predict∆Hq
298 ) 11.55 kcal mol-1 and∆Sq

298 )
-3.91 cal mol-1 K-1. DFT calculations using the 6-31+G* basis set and the B3LYP and B3PW91 hybrid
functionals are considerably less accurate. Pressure-dependent rate constants obtained at 335 K agree well
with RRKM theory predictions using the strong collision assumption. The curvature and displacement of the
experimental falloff curve are not significantly perturbed by effects of weak collisions and/or nonstatistical
intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution.

Introduction

SF4 is one of the smallest molecules that undergoes an
intramolecular rearrangement which has rate constants accessible
to NMR measurement.1 The Berry pseudorotation process of
SF4 concertedly exchanges the magnetically inequivalent sets
of axial and equatorial fluorine atoms.2 Of the many low-energy
intramolecular exchange processes which we have studied in
the gas phase using NMR spectroscopy,3-5 this is the only one
which appeared to exhibit non-RRKM kinetics. Our 1983 gas-
phase NMR study of SF4 concluded that pressure-dependent
rate constants between 55 and 2005 Torr could not be modeled
adequately using RRKM theory.6 In that study, plots of RRKM
calculated reduced rate constants,k/k∞, were found to have
greater curvature and were displaced to higher pressures than
the experimentally determinedk/k∞ values. Bauer et al. also
concluded that the kinetics of SF4 Berry pseudorotation was
non-RRKM becausekuni/P increased with decreasing pressure
for the low-pressure data obtained in our study, which is not
consistent with RRKM predictions for bimolecular rate con-
stants.7 Non-RRKM kinetics appeared reasonable for SF4 Berry
pseudorotation. State densities are sparse at the low energies
required for the process and intramolecular vibrational redis-
tribution (IVR) may not be ergodic, thus violating a key
assumption of all statistical kinetic theories.8

Our previous SF4 study was one of the first gas-phase NMR
studies reported from our laboratory and did not benefit from
the improvements in experimental design and theoretical model-
ing of subsequent studies. Gas samples used in that study were
prepared in 8 in. long NMR tubes, and their spectra were
obtained at temperatures above 300 K. These conditions result

in convection within the sealed tubes which can cause inaccurate
temperature measurements.5 Our later kinetic studies used
restricted volume NMR tubes to eliminate this problem.3-5 The
RRKM calculations performed used a set of vibrational frequen-
cies for the transition state which were arbitrarily chosen to
match the Arrhenius preexponential factor,A, obtained for a
2004 Torr sample of SF4 gas. The present study shows that the
kinetics of the pseudorotation process is not at its high pressure
limit at 2004 Torr and theA factor obtained previously was too
large, possibly due to a small systematic error in temperature
measurement.

The accuracy of ab initio predictions of ground- and transi-
tion-state structures and vibrational frequencies has improved
significantly since 1983. For example, high-level ab initio
molecular orbital calculations successfully predicted gas-phase
activation parameters for internal rotation of dimethylacetamide9

and trifluoroacetamide.10 Because the internal rotation processes
of these molecules are statistical and data were obtained in the
gas phase without solvent effects, experimental and calculated
activation parameters are directly comparable. In both studies,
the experimental and calculated activation entropies,∆Sq, agreed
well. The agreement between experiment and theory indicates
that structures and vibrational frequencies of transition states
can be predicted with good accuracy with currently available
computational methods.

The present study reinvestigates the kinetics of Berry pseu-
dorotation of SF4. Temperature-dependent rate constants for a
sample containing 5977 Torr of SF4 were used to determine a
high-pressure activation energy,E∞, and pressure-dependent rate
constants were obtained between 1850 and 5977 Torr to better
define the falloff curve. Ab initio molecular orbital calculations
of structures, energies, and vibrational frequencies of the ground
and transition states at the HF, MP2, and MP4 levels of theory
were performed to characterize the transition state. This is the
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first time that rigorous ab initio calculations have been
performed to provide parameters for modeling the transition state
for Berry pseudorotation of SF4. The present study also
investigates the predictions of density functional theory using
the B3LYP and B3PW91 hybrid density functionals. Ab initio
calculations using G2 procedures were reported for theC2V
ground state of SF4.11 Earlier molecular orbital calculations of
the ground state and Berry pseudorotation transition state of
SF4 were performed at the STO-3G*, 4-31G*, and 6-31G* levels
of theory.12,13

RRKM theory was used to calculate pressure-dependent rate
constants with the aid of the theoretical predictions of the
structure and vibrational frequencies of the transition state. Weak
collision and non-RRKM effects on the curvature and position
of the falloff region were also investigated.

Experiments and Calculations

NMR Spectroscopy and Rate Constants.Gas-phase SF4
samples were prepared in restricted volume NMR tubes
constructed from 3 cm long sections of Wilmad high-precision
12 mm o.d. coaxial inserts. Prior to filling, the sample tube and
vacuum manifold were flushed with 50-100 Torr of SF4 to
remove any H2O and HF. Small amounts of sodium fluoride
were also added to remove HF. Samples were prepared by
quantitative transfer of a mixture of SF4 and CFCl3 from a
calibrated glass bulb. CFCl3 (5-10 Torr) was added as a
frequency reference. Cooled samples were torch sealed and
immersed in liquid nitrogen. Final sample pressures were
determined after correcting for any residual pressure after
sealing. Samples with total pressures above 3500 Torr were
similarly prepared in 12 mm o.d. heavy-walled Wilmad NMR
tubes. Spectral data were acquired for each sample immediately
after preparation to prevent problems due to sample decomposi-
tion. All spectra showed traces of SOF2 (0.5%) and SSF2
(0.3%).14 Room-temperature decomposition studies showed that
after 118 h the SF4 concentration decreased to 80% of its initial
value.

Gas-phase NMR spectra of SF4 were acquired on a wide-
bore GE NT-300 NMR spectrometer (19F observation at 282.34
MHz) fitted with a Tecmag acquisition upgrade and equipped
with a Bradley 12 mm19F probe. All measurements were made
on spinning samples in unlocked mode. Acquisition parameters
were as follows: pulse length, 33µs (90° flip angle); delay
time, 0.5 s; acquisition time, 204.8 ms. Typically 1000-5000
transients were collected and stored in 8K of memory to achieve
a maximum signal-to-noise ratio of 45:1 after multiplication by
an exponential line-broadening factor of 30 Hz. A sweep width
of (25 000 Hz was employed. The temperature was controlled
with a 0.1 °C pyrometer and read after each acquisition.
Temperature measurements were made using two copper-
constantan thermocouples placed within an empty NMR tube.
Using this technique, the temperature gradient within the active
volume of the probe was found to be less than 0.2 K. Samples
were allowed to thermally equilibrate for at least 10 min prior
to sample acquisition.

Rate constants were calculated using the program DNMR5,15

which uses a nonlinear least-squares regression analysis to obtain
the best fit of the experimental NMR spectrum. The program
was provided with limiting chemical shifts, transverse relaxation
times, and the digitized NMR spectrum. The limiting chemical
shift difference was measured for slow exchange spectra at
several temperatures and pressures and was found to be constant,
in agreement with previous reports.6,14 The natural line widths
of the axial and equatorial fluorine resonances at all the pressures

studied exceed the reported axial-equatorial coupling constant,
76.3 Hz.20 Therefore, all spectra were analyzed using an
uncoupled AX spin system model. The effective line width
parameters for the axial and equatorial fluorines were measured
at slow and fast exchange for each pressure sample and
estimated in the exchange region by assuming a linear temper-
ature dependence. The slow exchange natural line widths of
the axial fluorines are greater than those of the equatorial
fluorines, consistent with previously reported,T1 values and
spin-rotation coupling constants.33 Rate constants in the
exchange region were obtained by iterating on rate constant,
spectral origin, baseline height, and baseline tilt. All other
parameters were held constant.

Ab Initio Molecular Orbital Calculations. Ab initio mo-
lecular orbital calculations were performed on Gateway micro-
computers using the Windows version of Gaussian 94.16

Calculations were performed at the Hartree-Fock (HF), DFT
(B3-PW91 and B3-LYP), MP2, MP4, and G2(MP2) theory
levels using the 6-31+G* basis set. Additional DFT calculations
were also performed using the 6-31G* basis set. All DFT
calculations were performed using the fine integration grid.

RRKM Calculations. Calculations were performed using the
RRKM program written by Hase and Bunker17 as well as the
RRKM program from the UNIMOL program suite of Gilbert,
Smith, and Jordan.18 Weak collision effects were investigated
using MAS55 from the UNIMOL suite, which employs an
energy-grained master equation.

Results and Discussion

Part 1 of this section reports NMR spectra, rate constants,
and activation parameters for Berry pseudorotation of SF4. Part
2 reports results of ab initio molecular orbital and DFT
calculations of the energies, structures, and vibrational frequen-
cies of the ground state and transition state for the Berry
pseudorotation process of SF4 and compares them with available
experimental data and the activation parameters obtained in the
present study. Part 3 describes RRKM calculations of pressure-
dependent rate constants for this process and compares them
with experimental data.

1. NMR Data and Rate Constants.Slow exchange spectra
of gaseous SF4 show two resonances centered at 93.74 and 32.84
ppm referenced to gas-phase CFCl3 at 0.0 ppm which are
assigned to the axial and equatorial fluorine atoms, respectively.
These spectral assignments are consistent with our earlier report6

and with theoretical chemical shift calculations.19 Representative
exchange-broadened gas-phase NMR spectra of a sample
containing 5977 Torr of SF4 are shown in Figure 1. Tempera-
ture-dependent rate constants obtained between 296.5 and 349.2
K, which are plotted in Figure 2, are consistent withE∞ ) 11.9-
(0.2) kcal mol-1, A∞ ) 3.56(1.09)× 1012 s-1, ∆Gq

298 ) 12.2-
(0.1) kcal mol-1, ∆Hq

298 ) 11.3(0.4) kcal mol-1, and∆Sq
298 )

-3.3(0.4) cal mol-1 K-1. Our 1983 study reportedE∞ ) 13.7-
(0.5) kcal mol-1 for a 2004 Torr SF4 sample. The most probable
reason for the discrepancy is a systematic error in temperature
measurement in the earlier study. In that study, exchange-
broadened spectra were obtained between 298 and ca. 348 K.
Convection currents occur in the sealed long tubes which were
used since they are heated from the bottom and are cooler at
the top of the tube which extends above the spinner. A higher
Eact would result if the actual sample temperatures were lower
than those measured, and the deviation increased with increasing
temperature. Seel and Gombler reportedEa for a SF4 gas sample
at ca. 3500 Torr of 11.7(1.5) kcal mol-1, very close to the value
obtained in the present study.20 Because they used a spectrometer
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with 19F observation at 56.45 MHz, they obtained exchange-
broadened spectra between 277 and 295 K where convection
would not have been a problem.

The pressure-dependent rate constants reported in our earlier
study were obtained between 50 and 2000 Torr.6 In the present
study we obtained rate constants between 1850 and 6000 Torr
to better characterize the high-pressure region of the falloff
curve, which is more sensitive to weak collision effects.
Pressure-dependent rate constants obtained at 335.1 K in the
present study are (P/Torr, k/s-1) 1008, 49 680(1430); 1855,
60 620(1260); 2269, 62 130(930); 4558, 63 870(1140); 4780,
63 450(1350); 5322, 63 920(1050); and 5977, 64 170(1520).21

These data were combined with the pressure-dependent rate
constants obtained in our earlier study to obtain the falloff curve
used for subsequent kinetic modeling.

2. Ab initio Calculations. Tables 1-4 summarize results of
molecular orbital and DFT calculations of the energies, struc-
tures, and vibrational frequencies of the ground state and Berry
pseudorotation transition state of SF4 and the activation
parameters for the pseudorotation process. Table 1 summarizes

the nonscaled total and zero point energies of the ground and
Berry pseudorotation transition state of SF4 obtained from 10
calculations.

Ground-State SF4. Inspection of Table 2 shows that rotational
constants and structural parameters of SF4 obtained from
analysis of microwave spectra22 agree well with values calcu-
lated at the HF/6-31+G* level. MP2/6-31+G*, G2(MP2), and
the B3LYP and B3PW91 hybrid density functionals yield S-F
bond lengths which are 0.04 Å longer, on average, than the
experimental values. DFT methods tend to overestimate bond
lengths,23 but the deviations for SF4 are much larger that those
obtained for other small molecules which primarily consist of
first- and second-row elements.23 The electronegativity and
polarizability differences between sulfur and fluorine are greater
than those between the bonded atoms in the molecules examined
in that study. This factor may contribute to the larger deviations
in the DFT calculated bond lengths of SF4. A systematic study
of sulfur-containing molecules also concluded that DFT calcula-
tions poorly predict structural parameters.24 Choice of basis set
does appear to have a significant effect on the calculated bond
lengths, with the 6-31+G* basis set yielding the largest values
for both DFT methods. Overall, the B3PW91/6-31G** calcu-
lated geometry is closest to experiment. To investigate the
applicability of DFT methods to other sulfur fluorides, B3LYP
and B3PW91 calculations were also performed for SF and SF2.
These calculations predicted S-F bond lengths 0.03 Å longer
than the experimental values for both SF and SF2. The reliability
of DFT methods for sulfur fluorides is far less superior than
that of HF and MP2 methods.

The vibrational assignments listed in Table 3 agree with the
most recent assignment reported by Irkura.11 Scaling factors of
0.893 for HF, 0.943 for MP2 and MP4, and 0.961 for the hybrid
density functionals provide the best agreement with the observed
vibrational frequencies. The magnitudes of these scaling factors
are close to recommended values.25,26 Inspection of the atom
displacements indicates that excitation of the lowest frequency
A1 normal mode results in progress along the Berry pseudoro-
tation path, in agreement with the assignment of the far-infrared
spectrum of SF4.27

The G94 calculation at the HF/6-31+G* level predicts a
ground-state entropy, S298, of SF4 of 69.488 cal mol-1 K-1.
Scaling the HF/6-31+G* vibrational frequencies by 0.893
increasesS298 to 71.312 cal mol-1 K-1 in very good agreement
with the experimental value, 70.72 cal mol-1 K-1.11 G94 S298

values at other theory levels, using appropriate vibrational
frequency scaling factors, are slightly larger primarily due to
larger rotational partition functions resulting from longer bond
lengths. It should be noted that these experimental and G94
S298 values do not include the contribution toSdue to the fact
that the pseudorotation mode has a double minimum and its
energy levels are doubly degenerate.

Calculated electric dipole moments of SF4 are listed in Table
2. All the calculated values are larger than the experimental
value, 0.632(0.003) D, determined from Stark effect measure-
ments22 of rotational transitions. Surprisingly, the B3LYP/6-
31+G* and B3PW91/6-31+G* calculations with partial geom-
etry optimization yield calculated dipole moments which are
only slightly larger than the experimental value, while calcula-
tions at the HF/6-31+G*, MP2/6-31+G*, and G2(MP2) levels
of theory yield much larger dipole moments.

Berry Pseudorotation Transition State of SF4. Structural data
and vibrational frequencies of theC4V transition state for Berry
pseudorotation of SF4 are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
All calculations predict the transition-state S-F bond length to

Figure 1. Gas-phase NMR spectra of a 5977 Torr sample of SF4.
Frequencies are referenced to gaseous CFCl3 at 0.0 ppm. The broad
resonance at 97 ppm is assigned to the axial fluorine atoms, and the
resonance at 37 ppm is assigned to the equatorial fluorine atoms. The
sharp resonance at 77 ppm is due to SOF2 impurity, and the smaller
resonance at 80 ppm is due to SSF2 impurity.
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be ca. 0.01 Å larger than the average of the axial and equatorial
bond lengths of the ground-state molecule. The lowest frequency
vibrational mode has B1 symmetry and is the reaction coordi-
nate.28 The entropy of the transition state,Sq

298, calculated at
the HF/6-31+G* level, is 65.746 cal mol-1 K-1, omitting the
lowest frequency mode and using unscaled vibrational frequen-
cies for the other normal modes. Scaling the calculated
vibrational frequencies by 0.893 yields aSq

298 of 66.837 cal
mol-1 K-1. Several factors contribute to the smallerSq

298 of
the transition state compared to that of the ground state. The

lowest frequency vibration corresponds to the reaction coordi-
nate and is excluded from the entropy calculation. Calculated
vibrational frequencies for the transition state are all above 500
cm-1, while the ground state has three vibrational frequencies
below 500 cm-1. Also, the rotational symmetry number of the
C4V transition state is 4, and that of theC2V ground state is 2.

Comparison of the calculated activation parameters, listed in
Table 4, with corresponding experimental values indicates better
agreement at the HF, MP2, and MP4 levels than with DFT
theory. The∆Sq

298 values29 listed in Table 4 were calculated

Figure 2. Temperature-dependent rate constants for Berry pseudorotation for a 5977 Torr sample of SF4 gas. The experimental data are consistent:
E∞ ) 11.9(0.2) kcal mol-1, A∞ ) 3.56(1.09)× 1012 s-1, ∆Gq

298 ) 12.2(0.1) kcal mol-1, ∆Hq
298 ) 11.3(0.4) kcal mol-1, and∆Sq

298 ) -3.3(0.4)
cal mol-1 K-1.

TABLE 1: Ab Initio and DFT Calculated Energies for Ground- and Transition-State Structures of SF4
a

ground state transition state

method energy ZPE energy ZPE

HF/6-31+G* -795.264 152 769 7.98 -795.244 491 705 7.89
MP2/6-31+G* -796.258 485 469 7.20 -796.243 278 240 7.24
B3LYP/6-31+G* -797.620 805 093 6.23 -797.607 432 759 6.56
B3LYP/6-31G** -797.459 531 896 7.22 -797.448 073 862 7.21
B3PW91/6-31+G* -797.406 572 500 6.79 -797.403 645 710 6.72
B3PW91/6-31G** -797.267 595 422 7.12 -797.256 379 939 7.33
B3LYP/6-31+G* b -797.611 987 773 7.54 -797.598 039 196 7.58
B3PW91/6-31+G* b -797.410 505 654 7.58 -797.396 706 988 7.61
MP4/6-31+G*//HF/6-31+G* -796.055 742 020 7.63 -796.037 276 110 7.59
MP4/6-31G**//B3LYP/6-31G** -795.822 866 47 7.37 -795.806 625 361 7.36
G2(MP2) -796.675 057 8.32 -796.657 249 8.29

a The nonscaled total and zero-point energies are in hartrees and in kcal mol-1, respectively.b Partial geometry optimization with fixed atomic
radii calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level of theory.
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using unscaled vibrational frequencies.∆Sq
298 is not significantly

different if appropriately scaled vibrational frequencies are used.
For example, at the HF/6-31+G* level of theory, ∆Sq

298 is
-3.74 and-3.79 cal mol-1 K-1 using scaled and unscaled
frequencies, respectively. The agreement between the experi-
mental∆Sq

298, -3.3(0.4) cal mol-1 K-1, and calculated values
is good and indicates that a statistical model of the kinetics of
the Berry pseudorotation process may be valid.

3. Kinetics. This part compares the pressure-dependent rate
constants obtained in the present study and those obtained in
our earlier study with RRKM predictions which employed
results of the theoretical calculations described in the preceding
section. Effects of weak collisions and non-RRKM kinetics are
also investigated.

RRKM Calculations.RRKM theory assumes that intramo-
lecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) in reacting
molecules is ergodic and occurs at rate constants which exceed
the RRKM rate constant for the process where activated
molecules, in the absence of collisions, form the transition state.8

The energy-specific RRKM rate constant,kRRKM(E), is

whereE0 is the critical energy,L is the statistical factor,Gq-
(E-E0) is the sum of the states in the transition state,F(E) is
the density of states of the reactant, andp is Planck’s constant.8

Zq/Z is the ratio of the adiabatic partition functions which in
this case are the rotational partition functions excluding sym-
metry numbers. The concentration-dependent unimolecular rate
constant is

wherek2[M] is the collision frequency.
The reactantF(E) andZ were calculated from experimental

data.11,22 Since HF/6-31+G* calculations best reproduced the
experimental structure and vibrational frequencies of ground-
state SF4, this level of theory was used to calculate parameters
for the transition state. HF/6-31+G* transition-state vibrational
frequencies multiplied by 0.893 were used to calculateGq(E-
E0). Since the experimental ground-state rotational constants are
only ca. 1% smaller than those calculated at the HF/6-31+G*
level, unscaled HF/6-31+G* rotational constants were used to

TABLE 2: Ab Initio and DFT Calculated Molecular Geometries of Ground- ( C2W) and Transition-State (C4W) Structures of SF4
a

ground state transition state

method rax req ∠FSFax ∠FSFeq dipole moment r ∠b

HF/6-31+G* 1.643 1.533 170.821 102.359 1.097 1.596 20.113
MP2/6-31+G* 1.689 1.578 172.392 101.953 1.263 1.645 19.828
B3LYP/6-31+G* 1.705 1.596 172.736 101.564 1.165 1.661 19.753
B3LYP/6-31G** 1.673 1.594 171.479 102.019 0.884 1.643 20.035
B3PW91/6-31+G* 1.693 1.589 172.512 101.715 1.091 1.651 19.749
B3PW91/6-31G** 1.665 1.588 171.311 102.084 0.852 1.636 20.021
B3LYP/6-31+G* c 1.643 1.533 173.768 101.544 0.761 1.596 19.395
B3PW91/6-31+G* c 1.643 1.533 173.529 101.659 0.733 1.596 19.429
G2(MP2) 1.663 1.585 175.552 102.014 1.021 1.635 20.169
experimentald 1.646(3) 1.545(3) 173.44(30) 101.33(30) 0.632(3)

a Distances are given in angstroms, angles in degrees, and dipole moments in debyes.b The transition-state angle is defined as the angle of
fluorine atoms bent out of the plane of the sulfur atom.c Partial geometry optimizations with fixed atomic radii calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level
of theory.d Reference 21.

TABLE 3: Scaled Calculated Vibrational Frequencies for Ground- and Transition-State Structures of SF4a

ground state transition state

method A1 A2 B1 B2 Eb A1 B1 B2

HF/6-31+G* 222, 518, 531, 867 455 520, 665 352, 856 505, 770 543, 775 166i, 524 541
MP2/6-31+G* 201, 503, 521, 852 458 317, 839 317, 839 461, 729 516, 738 141i, 494 503
B3LYP/6-31+G* 189, 451, 486, 776 397 455, 654 299, 745 449, 685 472, 709 131i, 474 482
B3LYP/6-31G** 181, 468, 562, 834 419 476, 776 318, 818 471, 789 505, 770 126i, 545 506
B3PW91/6-31+G* 192, 462, 500, 795 407 466, 672 308, 766 459, 706 484, 726 133i, 487 493
B3PW91/6-31G** 183, 476, 571, 848 425 484, 789 324, 833 477, 805 513, 782 129i, 555 513
B3LYP/6-31+G* c 178, 488, 579, 919 432 499, 762 304, 908 492, 833 510, 819 201i, 576 541
B3PW91/6-31+G* c 183, 493, 578, 919 435 502, 762 312, 910 496, 835 516, 820 196i, 576 542
MP4/6-31+G*//HF/6-31+G* 173, 500, 556, 894 447 509, 731 327, 896
MP4/6-31G**//B3LYP/6-31G** 184, 470, 564, 831 418 474, 778 317, 826 470, 764 549, 792 133i, 507 506
experimentald 223, 475, 558, 892 414 532, 867 353, 730

a Scaling factors are 0.893 for HF, 0.943 for MP2 and MP4, and 0.961 for hybrid density functionals.b Each vibrational mode doubly degenerate.
c Partial geometry optimizations with fixed atomic radii calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level of theory.d Reference 11.

TABLE 4: Calculated Arrhenius Activation Energy and
Eyring Activation Parameters at 298.15 Ka

method Ea ∆Gq ∆Hq ∆Sq

HF/6-31+G* 12.85 13.78 12.26 -3.74
MP2/6-31+G* 10.59 11.15 9.99 -3.89
B3LYP/6-31+G* 8.92 9.60 8.32 -4.29
B3LYP/6-31G** 7.77 8.49 7.18 -4.40
B3PW91/6-31+G* 9.02 9.69 8.43 -4.25
B3PW91/6-31G** 7.77 8.49 7.18 -4.40
B3LYP/6-31+G* b 9.33 10.11 8.74 -4.59
B3PW91/6-31+G* b 9.28 10.03 8.69 -4.50
MP4/6-31+G*//HF/6-31+G* 12.14 12.71 11.55 -3.91
MP4/6-31G**//B3LYP/6-31G** 10.77 11.47 10.18 -4.33
G2(MP2) 11.30 11.94 10.71 -4.11

a Ea, ∆Gq, and∆Hq in kcal mol-1 and∆Sq in cal mol-1 K-1. ZPE
corrections are scaled by 0.893 for HF and G2(MP2), 0.943 for MP2
and MP4, and 0.961 for hybrid density functionals.b Partial geometry
optimization with fixed atomic radii calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level
of theory.

kRRKM(E) )
LZqGq(E-E0)

pZF(E)
E > E0 (1)

kuni([M]) )
LqZq exp(-E0/kT)

pZ ∫E0

∞Gq(E-E0) exp(-E/kT)

1 + kRRKM(E)/k2[M]
dE

(2)
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calculateZq. The statistical factor,L, is the ratio of the rotational
symmetry number of the reactant to that of the transition
state.30,31 The reactant and transition state haveC2V and C4V
symmetry, respectively, andL is therefore1/2 for the Berry
pseudorotation process of SF4. Gq(E-E0), F(E), andkRRKM(E)
values were calculated at 25 cm-1 increments fromE0 to E0 +
5000 cm-1 using the direct count procedure. The falloff was
calculated using a program written by Hase et al.32 and also
using the RRKM program from the UNIMOL program suite.18

A reactant molecule is “activated” when itsE exceedsE0. For
E0 ) 11.7 kcal mol-1, the average energy of an activated
molecule,〈E-E0〉, is 0.91 kcal mol-1, its average state density,
〈F(E)〉, is 48 states/cm-1, and its〈kRRKM(E)〉 is 7.4× 108 s-1.

Using a Lennard-Jones (LJ) collision frequency instead of a
hard sphere collision frequency has little effect on the shape of
the strong collision falloff curve; i.e., the shape is not very
sensitive to whether a hard sphere or LJ collision model is used.
For example, pressure-dependent rate constants calculated at
335 K between 0.001 and 1× 106 Torr using a hard sphere
collision frequency with a hard sphere collision diameter,σHS,
of 4 Å differ by 1% or less from those calculated using a LJ
collision frequency calculated with a LJ collision diameter,σLJ,
of 2.9 Å and a well depth,ε/k (k is Boltzmann’s constant), of
500 K.

The critical energy,E0, and collision parameters were varied
to provide the best fit of the experimental falloff curves at all
temperatures where pressure-dependent rate constants were
obtained. Figure 3 compares combined rate constants obtained
at 335 K and results of RRKM calculations. The earlier data,
reported to be at 336 K, fit smoothly with the data obtained in
the present study at 335 K. The solid curve in Figure 3 shows
results of RRKM calculations using the input parameters
described above with a collision diameter,σHS, of 4 Å and a
critical energy, E0, of 11.7 kcal mol-1. This calculation
reproduces the curvature and displacement of the experimental

falloff. These parameters also yield calculated rate constants
that agree with experimental values obtained previously at ca.
306, 328, and 348 K. Different sets of parameters can also fit
the data at one or more temperatures, but this set provides the
best fit at all four temperatures where data were obtained.

An E0 of 11.7 kcal mol-1 and aσHS of 4 Å or σLJ ) 2.9 Å
and ε/k ) 500 K are reasonable for this system. The experi-
mental E∞, 11.9(0.2) kcal mol-1, is consistent withE0 ) 11.76-
(0.20) kcal mol-1 calculated using average internal energies of
the ground and transition states calculated at the HF/6-31+G*
level.8 The hard sphere diameter of SF4 is ca. 4 Å, assuming
van der Waals atomic radii. The rotationally inelastic collision
diameter, determined from19F T1 measurements, is ca. 2.19 Å
at 335 K.33 LJ parameters for SF4 have not been reported. The
intermolecular potential for SF6, however, has been determined
from collision-induced light scattering spectra, viscosity mea-
surements, and virial coefficient data, andσ has been reported
to be between 4.6 and 5 Å andε/k between 300 and 500 K.34,35

It is reasonable to assume thatσLJ for SF4 is somewhat smaller
andε/k is comparable or larger since SF4 is slightly polar. Ab
initio molecular orbital calculations of the energy of a SF4-
SF4 collision complex as a function of the distance between
the two S atoms were performed at the HF/6-31G* level. For
the minimum energy approach,ε/k is ca. 1200 K and theσ is
ca. 4 Å. Averaging over all approach orientations would reduce
ε/k due to contributions of approach angles which involve
dipole-dipole repulsion.

The lack of acceptable agreement between our earlier
experimental and RRKM calculated rate constants can be
attributed to several factors. Both the experimentalE∞ andA∞
values were significantly different from those of the present
study. The RRKM calculations used anE∞ too high and an
unrealistic model for the transition state which reproducedA∞.
Reduced plots (k/k∞) were used in the analysis as is customarily
done, but because the rate constants obtained at 2004 Torr were
assumed to be k∞ values, the reduced falloff plots exhibited less
curvature.

Given the scatter in the experimental data and the number of
parameters required to calculate RRKM rate constants and their
uncertainties, it is important to investigate whether the data could
also fit a weak collision model and/or be consistent with some
degree of non-RRKM behavior. These topics are addressed
below.

Weak Collision Effects.RRKM analysis is based on the strong
collision assumption, i.e., that collisional energization and de-
energization are single-step processes. When this is not the case,
rate constants for collisional energy transfer determine the
curvature of the falloff.8,36Effects of stepwise collisional energy
transfer on the shape of the falloff for Berry pseudorotation of
SF4 were investigated using the UNIMOL program suite18 which
employs an energy-grained master equation to calculate rate
constants. Gilbert et al. have shown that the falloff depends
primarily on the average energy transferred per collision and is
not very sensitive to the complete form of the collisional energy
transfer probability distribution function.36

In contrast to the strong collision model, the curvature of
weak collision falloff curves is sensitive to the collision model
employed in the calculation. Using the LJ model, increasing
ε/k makes the falloff curve closer to the shape calculated using
the strong collision assumption. The LJ model is a more accurate
representation of collisions at the low temperatures used in the
present study and was used in all weak collision calculations.
Falloff curves were calculated using the “exponential down”
model for values of the average energy lost by an activated

Figure 3. Experimental and calculated pressure-dependent rate con-
stants for Berry pseudorotation of SF4 at 335 K. Data reported in ref 6
are designated by open circles, and data obtained in the present study
are designated by closed circles. All calculations usedE0 ) 11.7 kcal
mol-1 and other parameters described in the text. The solid curve was
calculated using the strong collision model withσHS ) 4 Å. The main
figure shows data plotted ask/s-1 vs P/Torr, and the inset shows data
plotted ask/s-1 vs log(P/Torr).
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molecule per collision,〈∆Edown〉, of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000
cm-1.36 The values of all other parameters were the same as
those used in the strong collision calculations described above.
Decreasing the value of〈∆Edown〉 displaces the falloff curves to
higher pressure and also increases the pressure range required
for the complete transition from first- to second-order kinetics.
The LJ parameters required to generate falloff curves which
reproduce the experimental data at 335 K were determined for
〈∆Edown〉 values of 2000, 1500, 1000, and 500 cm-1. The
calculated falloff curves for〈∆Edown〉 ) 2000, 1000, and 1500
cm-1 are almost indistinguishable from the strong collision
falloff curve shown in Figure 3 and provide an acceptable fit
of the experimental rate constants for〈∆Edown〉 ) 500 cm-1;
the curvature of the calculated falloff curve does not provide
as good a fit of the experimental data. Usingε/k ) 500 K, the
best agreement is obtained for〈∆Edown〉 values of 2000, 1500,
1000, and 500 cm-1, with σLJ values of 3.5, 4, 4.5, and 5.5 Å,
respectively. Increasingε/k to 1000 K reduces theσLJ values
required to fit the data by ca. 0.5 Å for the range of〈∆Edown〉
values used. Reducingε/k to 250 K increases theσLJ values
required to fit the data by ca. 0.5 Å for the range of〈∆Edown〉
values used. These calculations show that the weak collision
model also fits the experimental rate constant data for a range
of 〈∆Edown〉 values combined with variousσLJ. TheσLJ andε/k
values required to match the experimental data for〈∆Edown〉 )
500 and 1000 cm-1 appear large on the basis of comparison
with reported values for SF6.33,34 It can be concluded that the
weak collision model can also adequately reproduce the
experimental data for large〈∆Edown〉 values.

At the low temperature, 335 K, where experimental rate
constants were obtained, it is reasonable that most collisions
between activated and thermally averaged SF4 molecules would
be strong. This low temperature facilitates single-step deactiva-
tion because most of the activated molecules have energies close
to E0 and collision durations are long. The distribution function
of activated SF4 molecules, i.e., those with internal energies
aboveE0, was calculated assuming a Boltzmann distribution
and using direct count state densities. At 335 K, forE0 ) 11.7
kcal mol-1, the average vibrational energy of an activated SF4

molecule is ca. 280 cm-1 aboveE0 and only ca. 20% of the
activated molecules have energies more than 500 cm-1 above
E0. At 335 K, the average duration of a collision between two
SF4 molecules is 1.5× 10-12 s usingσLJ ) 3 Å andε/k ) 500
K. This time is long compared to the time required to execute
a complete vibration, indicating that it is likely that〈∆Edown〉 is
several kcal mol-1 for a collision between an activated SF4

molecule withE ) 12.9 kcal mol-1 and a typical SF4 molecule
with an average vibrational energy of 1.0 kcal mol-1.37-39

Non-RRKM Effects.First of all, it is important to note that
some non-RRKM effects will not produce significant changes
in RRKM calculated falloff curves and the data obtained in the
present study are not sensitive to them. Competition between
energy-specific reaction rate constants,keff(E) values, and
collision rate constants determines the curvature and location
of the falloff curve. The RRKM energy-specific rate constant,
kRRKM(E) (eq 1), is calculated assuming the total density of
states,F(E), and the total sum of transition-state states,Gq(E-
E0), are available to the reacting molecule. Consider an equation
similar to eq 1 forkeff(E) where theF(E) andGq(E-E0) values
can be less than the RRKM values. Equation 1 shows that the
RRKM energy-specific rate constant,kRRKM(E), depends on the
Gq(E-E0)/F(E) ratio.Gq(E-E0) andF(E) can depart from their
RRKM values andkeff(E) will still equal kRRKM(E) provided that
theGq(E-E0)/F(E) ratio is maintained at the RRKM value for

all values ofE. This would occur if, for example, 20% of the
state density of the reactant and 20% of the states of the
transition state do not participate in the reaction. The present
experiments are also not very sensitive to a second type of non-
RRKM behavior which will affect the displacement of the falloff
curve without changing its shape. If all the states of the transition
state are reactive, but only a certain fraction of activated
molecules react, all thekeff(E) will increase by the same factor
without changing the shape of the falloff curve and a larger
collision diameter will be required to fit the experimental data.
For example, if 20% of the state density is nonreactive, the
average energy-specific rate constant,〈keff(E)〉 increases from
7.4× 108 s-1 (which is〈kRRKM(E)〉 for Berry pseudorotation of
SF4) to 8.9 × 108 s-1, displacing the falloff curve to higher
pressures without changing its curvature. This requires a
collision diameter which is only ca. 10% larger. The collision
diameter of SF4 is not well determined, and non-RRKM
behavior of this type and magnitude cannot be ruled out by the
present data.

In principle, pressure-dependent rate constants are sensitive
to non-RRKM effects which cause changes in the shape of the
calculated falloff curve. The shape of the falloff will deviate
from RRKM predictions if IVR in some activated states is slow
but not negligible.40 Equation 1 will not provide accuratekeff-
(E) values in this case. The total state density can, in principle,
be divided into grains, each with its own IVR rate, which for
some grains will be rate limiting and therefore equal tokeff(E).
Each grain will contribute to the falloff curve with a different
pressure dependence. The contribution from grains with smaller
keff(E) increases with decreasing pressure. It was noted by Bauer
et al.7 that k/P was increased with decreasing pressure at the
lowest pressures where Berry pseudorotation rate constants were
obtained for SF4. This was attributed to this type of non-RRKM
behavior and that reactions of molecules with excitation in
regions of vibrational phase space weakly coupled to the reaction
coordinate were able to react due to the increasing time between
deactivating collisions. The RRKM calculations performed in
the present study indicate that the bimolecular region is at
pressures below 0.1 Torr for this process. All the experimental
rate constants were in the falloff region. In fact, only a few rate
constants were obtained belowP1/2, the pressure where the
unimolecular rate constant is reduced to1/2 its limiting high-
pressure value. Plotting the data shown in Figure 3 ask/P vs P
does not reveal a departure from RRKM predictions at lowP.
The experimental data are very scattered at the low pressures,
but the general shape of the experimental falloff is in agreement
with the RRKM calculations with thek/P values increasing with
decreasingP in this region.

A major result of this study is that the RRKM model and the
strong collision assumption can successfully predict the location
with respect to pressure and the curvature of the experimentally
determined falloff curve for Berry pseudorotation of SF4. Weak
collision calculations also provide an acceptable model for large
values for the average energy transferred per collision. If
deviations from RRKM kinetics do occur for this process, their
magnitude is not great enough to significantly perturb the
observed falloff curves from the shape predicted by RRKM
theory. For experimental data of the quality obtained in the
present study and in most studies which have measured
unimolecular falloff curves, non-RRKM effects would have to
be large and of a type which significantly changes thekeff(E)
values, to be detectable. Measurable differences in the shape
of the observed falloff from that calculated from strong collision
RRKM theory were not observed, and unreasonably large
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collision parameters were not required to make the calculated
and observed falloff curves coincide.

There is a reason, aside from model insensitivity, why RRKM
theory provides an acceptable model for this process. IVR in
activated SF4 molecules may be ergodic or nearly so. For all
energized molecules to contribute in a statistical sense to the
macroscopic rate constant, IVR must be ergodic and occur on
time scales which are short compared to 1/(kRRKM(E)). Assuming
a Boltzmann distribution of reacting molecules, the average
activated molecule has〈E-E0〉 ) 0.91 kcal mol-1, and〈kRRKM-
(E)〉 ) 7.40 × 108 s-1. The average time for an activated
molecule to react is 1.35× 10-9 s, a time long enough for it to
execute thousands of vibrations. The lifetime,τ(E), of a
vibrational state in the absence of collisions and radiative
processes is governed by the Fermi Golden rule, as applied to
IVR processes,τ(E) ) 1/〈kIVR(E)〉 ) [(2π/p)F(E)×f4Hmn×f42]-1,
whereHmn is the average coupling matrix elements between
the states. For the kinetics to be statistical or nearly so〈kivr〉 .
〈kRRKM(E)〉. Since the average total state density of an activated
SF4 molecule is 48/cm-1, this condition requires the matrix
elements coupling the excited vibrational states to be greater
than 0.01 cm-1, which is not unreasonable for Coriolis coupling
constants and anharmonic coupling constants at the level of
vibrational excitation of a typical activated SF4 molecule.41

Conclusions

The conclusions of this study are the following: (1) The
strong collision RRKM model as applied to Berry pseudorota-
tion of SF4 reproduces the experimentally determined falloff
curve. The combination of scatter in the experimental data and
uncertainties in collision parameters employed in the calculations
and model insensitivity makes it impossible to rule out the
presence of a small degree of weak collisional effects and some
non-RRKM effects. (2) Since the process can be modeled with
RRKM theory, it is valid to apply transition state theory to the
high-pressure rate constants. (3) Full geometry optimization ab
initio calculations at the HF and MP2 levels using the
6-311+G** basis set adequately reproduce all the experimen-
tally determined activation parameters for the process. MP4/6-
31+G* single-point energy calculations at the HF/6-31+G*
optimized geometry also predict activation parameters close to
the experimental values. (4) DFT calculations using the B3LYP
and B3PW91 hybrid density functionals and the HF/6-31+G*
reproduce the experimental data less well. (5) Earlier reports
which concluded that this process was not RRKM were based
on inaccurate values of theEact most likely due to small
systematic errors in temperature measurement as well as the
lack of a realistic model for the transition state.
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